FORMATION OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT REPORTING SOCIAL COMPONENT AS ECONOMIC SECURITY MANAGEMENT ELEMENT

This research analyzes the various scientific approaches to accounting which helped establish the absence of the single classification mechanism for social activity objects that are identified as accounting objects, which cause the formation of false, incomparable, incomplete and confusing information for interested users to make their relevant decisions. It suggests the list of accounting objects of enterprise’s social activity, which the authors single out at the request of reporting on sustainable development. The process of documenting the social activities is analyzed; the paper determines the areas where it is necessary to improve the existing primary documents. The analytical sections on the accounts of social operations of the company are showed. The article proposes the accounting display of economic operations of social activity as the basic information support of the sustainable development reporting social component formation. The authors introduce the form for the internal report, which aims to summarize the social activity aspects of entities.

Keywords: sustainable development; sustainable development reporting; accounting objects; social activities; accounting display.

Settlement of the problem. There is no list of the above-mentioned expenses as the categories of accounting objects except the first three categories of expenditures connected with employment, expenses for employees’ training at the current stage of accounting development on the legislative level. That is why, the accounting of sustainable development reporting concerning a social component requires improvement and solution of the issues about the methodology approach formation that will provide information adequacy, completeness and efficiency in nonfinancial reports of entities.

Analysis of the latest researches. The similar problems were discussed in the works of O.Gerasymenko [4], D.O. Grycshen [5], I.A. Derun [6], I.V. Zhyglej [7], S.O. Levyc’ka [10], T.Mikulska, G.Michalczuk [1] and others.

Statement of the research. We are analyzing the existing approaches to the solution of the above-mentioned problem. For example, O.V. Bedzaj and T.V. Fedchenko [2] pay attention to the influence of social activities and their display in accounting. They also determine the list of social activities and corresponding accounting objects. This became the base for the scientists to build the model of accounting objects within the limits of social oriented business, which includes permanent and casual expenditures and economic income such as goodwill.

According to her dissertation research, O.I. Pacula [180] improved the accounting methodology of enterprise’s social expenditures on the base of account system reformation and adding subaccounts to the existing Plan of accounts that will allow to obtain the detailed information about every way of bearing social expenses. Besides, the scientist proposed to isolate from wages the payments to workers included into enterprise’s work extra payment fund and other encouraging and compensatory payments and the element defined as «Expenses for Wages Payment» to call «Expenses for Workers’ Payment», and according to the mentioned suggestions she determined the shifts to account 66 known as «Calculations for Workers’ Payments».

Petrenko S.M. and V.O. Besarabov [12] identify the directions of social responsibility which have a financial tendency and determine their interconnection with financial reporting indices. The scientists state that the majority of company’s social activity indices are not showed in financial reporting and this situation does not satisfy information needs of interested users.

Kukoba V.P. studies the aspects of business corporate responsibility [9], and determines the following objects which are subjected to accounting and auditing:
- the property of the enterprise and its structural subdivisions including the data on movement of enterprise’s social infrastructure assets;
- socially oriented expenses of the enterprise and its structural subdivisions and efficiency of these expenses;
- payments with creditors, especially concerning socially oriented projects and programs;
- payments with the enterprise’s founders (partners) in the part of complete satisfying the enterprise’s dividend policy demands.

As for the social reporting issues, K.V. Bezverhyj [3] proposes broadened social report, which includes various aspects of enterprise’s socially oriented activity. So, the scientist shows different aspects of entity’s positive and negative impact on social relations in interconnection with economic categories.
Analyzing the different scientific approaches to accounting it is necessary to claim about the absence of the single classification mechanism for social activity objects, which are identified as accounting objects, causes the formation of false, incomparable, incomplete and confusing information for interested users to make their relevant decisions.

We agree with the conclusions of O.V. Bedzaj and T.V. Fedchenko about the influence of social activities on accounting display of enterprise’s activities. However, we consider that the list of accounting objects provided by the scientists is not complete enough, as it does not include all the aspects of the entity’s social activities. In addition to its expenses and incomes every enterprise is socially responsible before a certain state, customers (suppliers and buyers) and first and foremost, before its employees. Though the list of social expenses proposed by V.P. Kukoba is a bit wider, but it has no classified and specific pattern.

Analyzing the research of O.I. Pacula we pay special attention to the accounting expenses which have to be added with the list of social expenses according to the sustainable development reporting demands which were systematized in the process of research.

So, figure 1 shows the list of enterprise’s social activity accounting objects, which are singled out in accordance to the sustainable development reporting demand and on the base of our analysis of scientific sources and nonfinancial reports of entities.

The identified accounting objects characterize how social relations are integrated in enterprise’s economic system. The exact determination of the list and essence of every accounting object will influence on the informational content of reporting indices on sustainable development.

Kraevskiy V.N. [8] says that in a narrow meaning, social accounting provides supplying information about labour resources, production and services which are the subject of enterprise’s activity that aims to shorten or eliminate amounts of environmental pollution. He considers social accounting in a broad meaning to be the activity displaying the expenses of society related to enterprise’s activity.

Considering the offers described above we propose to include the peculiarities in accounting of social activities for enterprise’s accounting policy according to the following groups depending on the subcategory of sustainable development accounting indices:

- labour relations: display (of wages charge and payment, timely payment of social taxes) in accounting of enterprise’s social obligations;

Fig. 1. Enterprise’s social activity accounting objects, information about which is showed in sustainable development reporting
– human rights: display of advanced training of workers, preventive treatment, life insurance, etc. in accounting of enterprise’s social obligations;
– society: display in accounting of social expenses connected with informing and training labour personnel how to counterwork to corruption, enterprise’s employees’ participation in election campaigns;
– liability for production: display in accounting of social expenses connected with enterprise’s liability in the sphere of providing and using production (providing consumers with information through labelling about positive and negative impact of production on society; obtaining and satisfying claims on breach of consumers’ rights).

One of the issues is the necessity to develop the forms of primary documentation and inner reporting that will confirm conducted operations and generalize the results of entity’s social activities. That is why the current research analyzes the existing practice of documenting operations with social objects of accounting. It was found out that the current legislation approved the typical forms of primary documents in accounting of wages calculations. As for charge and payment of social taxes, fines and other enterprise’s social obligations, the real documenting order of the present operations is acceptable and applied for the operations of social activity.

So, after analyzing the documentation process of social activity objects, we determine the following directions necessary for improving existing primary documents:

1) to include social aspects of relations between enterprise and employees into collective and labour agreements for their further accounting display;
2) to include conditional designation for social activities of enterprise’s employees: (the check of labour relations among suppliers; conducting the actions directed to root out children’s and forced labour effectively; training enterprise’s personnel; training employees at an enterprise; state policy realization) into working time calculation sheet (Standard Form № P-5 adopted by the order of State statistics of Ukraine № 489 of December 5 in 2008);
3) to document expenses connected with enterprise’s liability it is reasonable to use (except existing primary documents) the developed calculation card for enterprise’s social liability expenses (model 1) which will include a kind of social liability and the calculation of fines if it is needed (if these kinds of recovering payments are applied by an entity not by an authority).

As for the expenses connected with social liability the results of our study make it possible to determine their kinds as:
– expenses concerning accounting falsification, discrimination at a working place, corruption, etc.;
– expenses connected with the measures for decreasing or prevention of negative influence on the society while commodity sale;
– expenses for commodity utilization;
– expenses for commodity labelling;
– expenses for decreasing commodity impact on the society;
– expenses for satisfying claims in money terms and in non-monetary terms.

The suggested form of the primary document allows to systematize and generalize data about the kinds of enterprise’s social liability according to the information, which the accounting indices on sustainable development must display.

Nonfinancial reporting in accordance to the accounting data of social activity or social accounting (as scientists define it) widen the borders of traditional accounting and information supply.

Model 1

Developed primary document form «Calculation Card for Enterprise’s Social Liability Expenses»

Approved by director

(name of institution, organization)

Calculation Card for Enterprise’s Social Liability Expenses

in January 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of social liability subject</th>
<th>enterprise on behalf of</th>
<th>employee</th>
<th>contractor</th>
<th>client (consumer)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Director P.P. Petrov</td>
<td>manager of sale department S.S. Stepanov</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasons for social liability expenses</td>
<td>receiving the claim for providing inadequate information to consumers about negative production</td>
<td>delayed supply of finished commodity</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Description of social liability expenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description of social liability expenses</th>
<th>impact on the society</th>
<th>End of Model 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>expenses for finished commodity utilization</td>
<td>employee’s expenses in the amount of wages decrease</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenses in money terms</td>
<td>987.32 hrv.</td>
<td>389.00 hrv.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculation of fines</td>
<td>claim allowance in the amount of sold finished commodity cost according to cash-memo № 0000344 of 23.01.16.</td>
<td>2 % of official rate of pay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measures for social liability prevention or avoiding</td>
<td>shift in finished commodity labelling mechanism</td>
<td>reprimand to enterprise’s employee of 12.01.16.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chief Bookkeeper
Family name, name, patronymic

Director
Family name, name, patronymic

The next stage of the research about accounting for reporting on sustainable development in the part of social constituent we dedicate to the analysis of display on accounts enterprise’s social activity operations. In particular, table 1 shows the analytical views on accounts of the enterprise’s social activity operations.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indices of reports</th>
<th>Accounts</th>
<th>Analytical Views on Accounts of Enterprise’s Social Activity Operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4-LA1</td>
<td>94 «Other expenses of operational activity», 97 «Other expenses»</td>
<td>1) according to the kinds of expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4-LA2</td>
<td>66 «Charges for payments to employees»</td>
<td>1) according to the kinds of expenses; 2) according to the essential regions of carrying out the activity; 3) according to the kinds of payments (life insurance; health protection; compensation for incapacity to work / disablement; maternity leave / maternity; pension providing; allotment of company shares; etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4-LA13</td>
<td>66 «Charges for payments to employees»</td>
<td>1) according to gender (males, females); 2) according to age category (before 30 years old, 30–50 years old, over 50 years); 3) according to occupational category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4-LA14</td>
<td>63 «Charges with suppliers and contractors»</td>
<td>1) in the part of estimation of labour relations among suppliers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4-HR1</td>
<td>03 «Contract obligations»</td>
<td>1) according to the kinds of investment agreements; 2) according to the kinds of investment programs; 3) in the part of amounts and strategic importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4-HR5, G4-HR6</td>
<td>94 «Other expenses of operational activity», 97 «Other expenses»</td>
<td>1) according to the kinds of measures directed to root out children’s and forced labour effectively; 2) according to the kinds of expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4-HR7, G4-SO4</td>
<td>66 «Charges for payments to employees»</td>
<td>1) according to employees; 1.1) according to the kind of enterprise’s employees’ training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94 «Other expenses of operational activity», 97 «Other expenses»</td>
<td>1) according to the kind of enterprise’s employees’ training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We can observe that, the illustrated views of analytical accounting were caused by the necessity to provide trustworthy and comprehended information about social aspects of business running. The accounts are the base for preparing financial, tax, social, and internal reporting and also for nonfinancial reporting, such as reports on sustainable development, in particular.

So, we consider that it is reasonable to describe economic operations and their display in the accounting system including the obtained scientific study results.

Let us pay attention to the social assets as labelled finished commodity, providing services, raw materials and materials according to the sources of origin, that influence upon the society. Account 20 «Production stores» and 26 «Finished Commodity» are used in bookkeeping where corresponding analytical accounts are opened according to the current synthetical ones.

Synthetical accounting of social obligations is conducted on account 65 «Charges for insurance» and 66 «Charges for payments to employees», synthetical accounting of social expenses is conducted on account 94 «Other expenses of operational activity».

Social incomes in accounting are not singled out, but are displayed as a part of cumulative incomes of the activity according to their kinds considering the types of enterprise’s activity.

According to the identified and suggested social activity accounting objects it is reasonable to examine their accounting display on the synthetical and analytical accounts.

Table 2 illustrates the accounting display of economic operations in social activity that is studied as the principal information provision of formation of indices of social component in accounting on sustainable development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Contents of economic operations</th>
<th>Debit</th>
<th>Credit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Commodity performed labeling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23 «Production»</td>
<td>209.1</td>
<td>«Materials for commodity»</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The illustrated economic operations display the essence of enterprise’s social activity, the information about the operations must be displayed in the reporting on sustainable development. That is why the suggested order of accounting on the synthetic and analytical accounts allows to accumulate and systematize the information about various social aspects of business considering the necessary information views. So, in the process of the current research we improved the methodical supply of accounting display for social activity operations in the part of information base forming for social component in accounting on enterprise’s sustainable development.

Next, we are going to analyze account reporting and its role in formation of indices of accounting social component on sustainable development (tbl. 3).

**Table 3**

*Display of social reporting objects in account reporting: directions for improvement*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indices of reports</th>
<th>Accounting objects</th>
<th>Account reporting forms</th>
<th>Reporting drawbacks and directions for improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LA1, SO6, SO8, PR4</td>
<td>94 «Other expenses of operational activity», 946 «Losses from depreciation of stores»</td>
<td>Report about financial results (Report about total income)</td>
<td>Are displayed among total expenses according to the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Enterprise’s financial reporting includes social expenses in the part of charges for wages payment and payments to social actions in the following forms of financial reporting: Balance (Report about financial condition), Report about financial results (Report about total income), Report about the movement of funds. Some kinds of social obligations are also displayed in social and statistical reporting. However, the described directions for reporting improvement and the drawbacks of forming separate indices require conducting the research of internal reporting and providing suggestions about its preparation at an enterprise that carries out the social activity provided for display on reporting on sustainable development.

So, on the basis of the account reporting study performed we come to the conclusion that to prepare reporting on sustainable development it is necessary to provide preparation of enterprise’s internal (management) reporting which will display the full information to manage the enterprise and make decisions by interested users’ groups on the basis of nonfinancial reporting. But it is not reasonable to provide in financial reporting the display of those indices which will overload reports informationally.

Model 2 illustrates the form for internal report, which we propose to make for generalization of social aspects of entities’ activities.

The suggested form for internal (management) reporting is necessary to provide information to the group of people responsible for preparation of reporting on sustainable development in the part of enterprise’s activity social component. The described offers provide:

– information display about positive and negative aspects of social activities (as they consider both enterprise’s investments in human capital and the kinds of claims received from consumers and other clients);

– performance of enterprise’s social activity estimation by interested users’ groups;

– receiving efficient information and information for a certain period to make relevant decisions by management personnel;

– conducting comparative estimation of carrying out social activity, as reporting is prepared for a for a specific account period in comparison with a similar previous one.

So, in the process of research of accounting supply of reporting social component on sustainable development we have analyzed the social category according to the following subcategories: «Practice of labour relations and worthy labour», «human rights», «Society», «Responsibility for commodity». The authors have developed the algorithm of forming reporting on sustainable development according to accounting data. The article describes the scientific results of studies conducted by domestic and foreign researchers and characterizes the current state of accounting display of operations of enterprise’s social activity.

The paper identifies the accounting supply issues (on the basis of the proposed mechanism of forming reporting on sustainable development) and in accordance to them it states the research tasks and gives offers about their solution. In particular, the authors have singled out the kinds of social activity expenses and this helped them identify accounting objects of social activity (social assets, social liabilities, social incomes, social expenses). According to the described accounting objects, the paper analyzes their documenting, display on the synthetical and analytical accounts and in account reporting. It was proposed to use at an enterprise such a primary document as «Calculation Card for Enterprise’s Social Liability Expenses>, the corresponding analytical views of accounts. The Report about social activity as the form of enterprise’s internal reporting. The suggestions of the research allow to form qualitative, trustworthy, and complete information in the reporting on sustainable development considering a social component.
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Form of developed internal reporting about social activity

Report about social activity
in January 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Period under review</th>
<th>Previous period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social assets:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of produced labelled commodity</td>
<td>12 650.00</td>
<td>2 900.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total:</td>
<td>12 650.00</td>
<td>2 900.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social liabilities:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for payments to employees</td>
<td>23 890.00</td>
<td>30 390.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for payments to the state</td>
<td>9 459.00</td>
<td>12 987.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for payments to clients-consumers</td>
<td>1 200.00</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for payments to suppliers</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total:</td>
<td>34 549.00</td>
<td>43 377.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social expenses:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of sold labelled commodity</td>
<td>20 190.00</td>
<td>5 000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenses connected with employees’ employment</td>
<td>23 890.00</td>
<td>30 390.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenses connected with conducting the complex check of labour relations among suppliers</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1 000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenses connected with providing human rights</td>
<td>23 000.00</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenses for the measures directed to root out children’s and forced labour effectively</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenses connected with state policy realization</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenses connected with enterprise’s liability</td>
<td>9 700.00</td>
<td>2 340.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social incomes:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomes from labelled finished commodity utilization</td>
<td>2 000.00</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomes as interest from the credits, loans and other forms of financing provided to employees</td>
<td>12 000.00</td>
<td>12 000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total:</td>
<td>14 000.00</td>
<td>12 000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chief Bookkeeper
____________________
Family name, name, patronymic
(signature)

Director
____________________
Family name, name, patronymic
(signature)

Conclusions. Depending on the subcategory of indices of reporting on sustainable development the authors have built the analytical accounting provision of enterprise’s social activity, proposed the improvement of existing primary documents (collective and labour agreements, working time counting sheets) and the development of Calculation Card for Enterprise’s Social Liability Expenses for documenting provision of expenses connected with enterprise’s liability. The article deals with the typical economic operations of social activity on synthetical and analytical accounts.

The improvement of reporting as the base of information provision of the process of forming indices of social aspects in accounting on sustainable development took place as the proposed form of internal reporting (The Report about social activity), which is necessary to prepare in order to generalize the social aspects of entities’ activities. This allows to estimate social activity about positive and negative influence on the society, labour relations, human rights, and also to get trustworthy and efficient information for forming indices of reporting on sustainable development.
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